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Abstract: Iris recognition has become a hot research topic driven by its wide applications in national ID card, border
control, banking, etc. Iris is a ring-shaped region of human eye with rich texture information under near infrared
illumination. Iris texture is regarded as a genotypic biometric pattern and stable during life so that iris recognition provides
an extremely reliable method for individual authentication. Iris recognition aims to assign unique identity label to each iris
image based on automatic preprocessing, feature analysis and feature matching. State-of-the-art iris recognition methods
include Gabor phase demodulation, ordinal measures, etc. Iris recognition systems have made tremendous inroads over the
past decade, but work remains to improve their accuracy in environments characterized by unfavorable lighting, large stand off distances, and moving subjects. We have proposed a method for iris extraction and matching in these unfavorable
conditions. The results show that it gives better performance in valid iris detection by removing upper and lower eyelids
accurately.
I.
INTRODUCTION TO B IOMETRICS
Bio metrics is the science of establishing human identity by using physical or behavioral traits such as face, fingerprints, palm
prints, iris, hand geometry, and voice. Iris recognition systems, in particular, are gaining interest because the iris’s rich
texture offers a strong biometric cue fo r recognizing individuals [1]
The human iris is defined as a thin circular diaphrag m ly ing between the cornea and the lens in the eye [4]. Iris is one of the
organs present internally in human body but also visible externally when the eye -lids are open. The iris is known to develop
in the third month of gestation and prominent structures resulting in the patterns are mostly complete by eighth month [ 5]. It
contains rich amount of texture and unique structures like fu rrows, freckles, crypts, and coronas [4]. Colo r of the iris is
known to vary ind ividually for each person. The color is related to density of melanin pig ment in the anterior layer and stoma
[6] in iris. The presence of lower amount of melanin pig ment in iris results in light colored iris and the high er amount of
melanin pig ment results in darker iris. Light colored iris allo ws the penetration of long wavelength light and usually scatters
shorter wavelength light [2]. One important aspect to consider is the epigenetic nature of iris patterns. This results in unique,
completely independent and uncorrelated iris patterns for an individual and even for identical twins. Bio metric features such
as face or fingerprint are always at the risk of being changed due to various factors. The performance of the recognition
system depends largely on the change in facial expressions based on the social factors and also throws in challenges in
recognition with varied illu mination, age and poses [3]. Another well known bio metric modality is fingerprint. Any
intentional or unintentional scars or cuts on the fingerprint may introduce false recognition or rejection of authentic subjects.
Fake fingerprint attack has to be considered for a secure biometric recognition. These factors influence the intra -class
variability to larger extent and thereby make the inter-class variability lower. Lower inter-class variability leads to challenges
in accurate recognition. Thus, iris provides two unique biometric identities for any single person with a high level of
identification confidence. Hu man iris is also one of the most distinctive features for each individual and is thus used for
robust biometric recognition. Owing to the robust level of identity protection it provides, iris recognition is unparalleled by
any other biometric feature. Iris bio metric feature is not prone to the vast changes or morphing over the period of lifet ime.
II.
IRIS ANATOMY
The iris dilates and constricts the pupil to regulate the amount of light that enters the eye and imp inges on the retina. It
consists of the anterior stoma and the posterior epithelial layers, the former being the focus of all auto mated iris recognition
systems. As Figure 1 shows, the anterior surface is separated into the papillary zone and the celery zone, which are divided
by the collarets, an irregular jagged line where the sphincter and dilator muscles overlap. The two zones typically have
different textural details. As the pupil dilates and contracts, crypts—pit-like oval structures in the zone around the collarets—
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permit fluids to quickly enter and exit the iris. A series of radial streaks, caused by bands of connective tissue enclosing the
crypts, straighten when the pupil contracts and become wavy when the pupil dilates. Concentric lines near the outer celery
zone become deeper as the pupil dilate, causing the iris to fold. These contraction furrows are easily discernible in dark
irises. The limb sand papillary boundaries define the iris’s spatial extent and, in 2D images of the eye, help delineate it from
other ocular structures, such as the eyelashes, eyelids, sclera, and pupil. The rich textural details embedded on the iris’s
anterior surface provide a strong biometric cue for hu man recognition. The iris anatomy has been explained in the figure
below:

Figure 1: Different elements of an iris
III.
EL EMENTS OF A RECOGNITION S YS TEM
Most iris recognition systems consist of five basic modules leading to a decision:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The acquisition module obtains a 2D image of the eye using a monochromatic CCD camera sensitive to the NIR light
spectrum.
The segmentation module localizes the iris’s spatial extent in the eye image by isolating it fro m other structures in its
vicinity, such as the sclera, pupil, eyelids, and eyelashes.
The normalization module invokes a geometric normalization scheme to transform the segmented iris image fro m
Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates.
The template module uses a feature-extract ion routine to produce a binary code.
The matching module determines how closely the produced code matches the encoded features stored in the database.

IV.
PROPOS ED MET HOD
Proposed method has number of steps. All these steps play an important role .A brief of these steps has been explained in this
section. At first we uses smooth out filters to enhance the image. After this, iris segmentation is a critical co mponent of any
iris detection system because inaccuracies in localizing the iris can severely degrade the system’s matching accuracy and
undermine the system’s usefulness. A usual iris segmentation process includes the following steps: demarcating the iris inner
and outer boundaries at the pupil and sclera; demarcating its upper and/or lower eyelids if they occlude; and detecting and
excluding any superimposed occlusions such as eyelashes, eyelids, shadows, or reflections [18].
The segmentation module detects the papillary and limbos boundaries and identifies the regions where the eyelids and
eyelashes interrupt the limbos boundary’s contour. We use Hough transform for detecting iris and pupil contours. Finally
template has been created in a binary form in order to carry out matching process. Belo w are the steps which has been used in
our technique
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•
•
•
•
•
•

A database has been created in the first. It can be created by using a normal CCD camera, but we use the images from
the internet which has been used in previous works.
As the image taken can have more area other than eye, a preprocessing step is needed to extract eye. Filters and
contrast adjustment functions are used in this step to better highlight eye region.
Segmentation has been done for the extracted portion using intensity based clustering technique. Our technique uses
Euclid ian distance and intensity values for clustering the eye image and iris region has been find out in a s ingle cluster
of same intensity.
After applying edge detection on segmented image. Circu lar Hough transform has been applied in order to extract the
iris and pupil circles.
In this step, Upper and lower eyelids have been traced and marked by RGB lines using brightest intensity sclera region
and lower intensities of eyelids.
Valid iris portion has been extracted using the marked upper and lower eyelids and a binary template has been stored
in the database folder for matching process.

•
V.
EXPERIMENTAL RES ULTS
We have tried our algorithm on a database of 50 images of different persons. The outputs at various levels of the algorithm
have been explained below.

Figure 2: Image taken to describe the algorith m
As we seen above the image taken after acquisition pro cess can contain regions other than. In previous systems only eye
portion has been acquired by acquisition process and therefore very little preprocessing was needed. In the unfavorable
environment the image acquisition system can take the image of whole h u man face. So preprocessing is needed for extraction
of eye region fro m whole image.

Figure 3: Ext raction of eye portion
As seen above, in preprocessing step we remove the eye region from whole image. After this iris circle has been figured out
and extracted. A segmentation process is needed for doing this. The results after segmentation have been shown below.
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Figure 4: Clustering of eye region using Euclidian d istance and intensity based fuzzy technique.
It has been figured out that iris region pixels comes in single cluster and hence can be extracted from whole image. Circular
Hough transform has been applied at this step and iris has been extracted. After that pupil area has been find out using a
range evaluated from iris circle rad ius. The results at this step have been shown below.

Figure 5: Marking of Iris and pupil circles in the image.
After these upper and lower eyelids has been figured out and located using RGB color line. The marked upper and lower
eyelids has been shown in figure below.

Figure 6: Upper and lower eyelid separators marked in green colo r.
After this a temp late has been extracted for valid iris portion. A valid iris portion found in used image is shown below.

Figure 7: Valid iris region
These are the steps in presented method in wh ich a binary temp late has been made and stored for matching process.
Below is the table showing false and true positives for a database of four iris types in matching process. Six iris templates has
been generated and from each database of unique person.
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True positive has been marked as  if the template is matched with correct person and correspondingly false-positive has
been marked as  if the template is matched with incorrect person Table 1: Results for the test images as true and false
positives.
Iris type 1
True positive
False positive


Data1


Data2


Data3


Data4


Data5


Data6
Iris type 2
True positive
False positive


Data1


Data2


Data3


Data4


Data5


Data6
Iris type 3
True-positive
False positive


Data1


Data2


Data3


Data4


Data5


Data6
Iris type 4
True-positive
False positive


Data1


Data2


Data3


Data4


Data5


Data6
Below is the bar graphs of above table in which bars draw as positive are true positives and bars drawn as negative are false
positives.

Figure 8: Bar g raphs of tested data as true and false pos itives.
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It has been found that iris circles are easily located by this technique and it has shown 80 percent of templates that has been
correctly matched with the correct person
VI.
CONCLUS IONS
This paper has presented an efficient technique of iris extraction in unfavorable environments. There are so many alg orithms
that have created to help human identification through Iris recognition but that are based on databases for high quality inp ut
images, The new Iris recognition method is based on the natural-open eyes. This method can find the iris characteristic point
in a short time, the recognition rate is high, high recognition speed is guaranteed. In particular, a comparat ive study of
existing methods for iris recognition has been conducted. Such performance evaluation and co mparison not only verify the
validity of our observation and understanding for the characteristics of the iris but also will provide help fo r further research.
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